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ABSTRACT 
We present some recent applications of multilinear algebra on combinatorics and 
additive theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this article is to give some overview of multilinear 
algebra problems in other areas of mathematics. This article is a follow-up to 
the talk I was invited to give at the fourth ILAS conference. 
1. PARTITIONS 
Let m be a positive integer. A partition of m is a nonincreasing sequence 
of nonnegative integers A = (A~, A 2 . . . . .  A t) with sum ~]'i_~Ai = m. The 
length of a partition is the number of its nonzero terms. Partitions that differ 
only by a final string of zeros will be identified. For example (3, 3, 2, 1) and 
(3, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0) represent he same partition. Then, since partitions of m 
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cannot have more than m nonzero terms we can represent hem by a 
sequence of m nonnegative integers. 
I f  a = (a  1, a 2 . . . . .  a m) and A = (A 1, A 2 . . . . .  A m) are partitions of m, we 
say that a dominates A and write ot ~ A if 
k k 
EA, ,  
i= l  i=1  
k=l , . . .m.  
Let A be a partition of m. For 1 < i < m denote by A'~ the number of terms 
of A that are greater than or equal to i. The sequence 
x = . . . . .  x ) ,  
is a partition of m called the conjugate partition of A. Note that (A')' = A. 
The following theorem is well known and can be found in [9]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let a and A be partitions of  m. Then 
ot ~ A c* A' ~ ot'. 
The set of the partitions of k with length at most s is denoted by --~k. s. 
Usually to each partition of m, A = (A 1 . . . . .  At), is associated a Young 
diagram, [ A], which consists of m boxes placed in t rows each one starting in 
the same column, where the ith row has A~ boxes, 1 < i < t. For instance, 
the Young diagram associated with the partition of 9, (5, 3, 1) is 
I I I I I I  
The box that lies in the row i and column j of A is called the (i, j )-box of  
[A]. The (i, j ) -hook of the Young diagram [A], HiXj, consists of the (i, j)-box 
together with the boxes of the same row to the 'right and the boxes of the 
same column under it. The number of boxes of Hix, j is denoted by h~j. 
2. ADDITIVE THEORY 
The main objective of additive theory is the "representation f the natural 
numbers as the sum of a bounded number of terms from a given sequence of 
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natural numbers. . ."  [20 p. 43] (translated by [16]). Cauchy (and later 
Davenport) stated the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1 [Cauchy-Davenport]. Let p be a prime and A and B 
subsets of 2vp. Then 
IA + BI >__ min( p,lA[ + IB ] -  1} 
(where [AI denotes the cardinality of A). 
Let I z be a field and p be the characteristic of Y in nonzero characteristic 
and ~ otherwise. Let V and W be finite-dimensional linear spaces over I:. 
Given a linear operator, T on V, we denote by o'(T) the spectrum of T and 
by PT the minimal polynomial of T. The cyclic subspace of T on a vector 
v ~ V, (Ti(v) l i  ~ ~)  is denoted by ~T(V). Denote by I v the identity 
operator on V. It is well known that if T is a linear operator on V and L is a 
linear operator on W, then 
cr(T ® I w + I v ® L) = o-(T) + o ' (L) .  
Therefore, if we have a good estimator of the cardinality of the spectrum of a 
linear operator, we can use it as an alternative concept o the cardinality of a 
finite set in additive theory. If we restrict ourselves to the diagonalizable 
linear operators, the natural estimator for the cardinality of the spectrum of T 
is the degree of the minimal polynomial of T. These considerations a k for a 
close look at the relations between the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
the linear operators T and L and the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
T ® I w + I v ® L. The following theorem is well known [10]. 
THEOREM 2.2. The degree of the minimal polynomial of  a linear operator 
T on V is equal to the maximum dimension of the cyclic subspaces ~T(V), 
when v runs over V. 
Using elementary multilinear algebra we can prove the following theorem 
(remember that T ® I w + I v ® L is a linear operator on V @ W) [3]: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector spaces over I:. 
Let T be a linear operator on V and L a linear operator on W. Then, if  v ~ V 
and w ~ W,  
clim ~Te,w+,,,ec(v ® w)  >__ min{p,d img' r (v  ) + clim ~L(w ) - 1]. 
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Taking v and w vectors such that ~T(V) and ~L(W) are maximum 
dimensional cyclic subspaces of T and L, respectively, we conclude [3]: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector spaces over if:. 
Let T be a linear operator on V and L a linear operator on W. Then 
deg(PT.,,,,+,,,®L ) > min{p, deg(PT) + deg(PL) -- 1}. 
The previous theorem shows that, for p big enough, the degree of the 
minimal polynomial of the Kronecker sum of two linear operators, T and L, 
is lower bounded by the sum of the degrees of the minimal polynomials of T 
and L minus one. Then, there is a formal similarity between this result and 
the Cauchy-Davenport theorem. In fact, we can derive easily the 
Cauchy-Davenport theorem from the previous theorem. 
Let A and B be subsets of Zp. Let T be a diagonal linear operator on a 
vector space over 77p, whose spectrum is A, and L be a diagonal inear 
operator on the vector space W over 77p, whose spectrum is B. Then it is well 
known that T ® I w + I v ® L is a diagonal linear operator whose spectrum is 
A + B. The degree of the minimal polynomial of the former operators are 
deg(PT) = IAI; 
deg(PL) = [B]; 
deg(eT , ,w+,v ,L )  = In + Sl. 
Then, using Theorem 2.4, we get 
IA + BI = deg(Pw®tw+,,,®L ) > min{p,deg(  Pr)  + deg(Pc) - 1} 
= min{ p, [AI + ]B] - 1}. 
3. A CONJECTURE OF ERDOS AND HEILBRONN 
This type of proof technique is not only fruitful in recovering known 
results in additive theory, it allows also the statement of new results in this 
topic. Probably the most significant we can get is a theorem that generalizes a 
30-year-old Erd/$s and Heilbronn conjecture [5; 6; 8, p. 73], deciding affirma- 
tively on it [4]. 
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A subset of 7/p is called a k-subset if it contains k elements. By the sum 
of a k-subset we mean the sum of its elements. Let A be a finite subset of 
77p. Erd6s and Heilbroon conjectured [5; 6; 8, p. 73] that the set of sums of 
the 2-subsets of A has cardinality at least rain{ p, 21AI - 3}. We have proved 
that, if m is a positive integer, the set of sums of the m-subsets of A has at 
least cardinality rain{ p, m(] A] - m) + 1}. 
The main techniques of this proof come from multilinear algebra. Given a 
linear operator, T, on the n-dimensional vector space V, the idea is to get a 
linear operator, H, related with T, such that the spectrum of H is the set of 
the sums of the m-subsets of the spectrum of T. The needed linear operator 
H is the restriction, D(T),  to the ruth Grassmann space A "'V of the ruth 
derivative of T (defined on ®"'V). It is well known that o'(D(T)) is the set 
of the sums of the m-subsets of the spectrum of T [I]. We give an idea how 
this technique works. 
We begin with a result on D(T)-eyelie subspaces. Let A be a partition of 
length less than or equal to m. We denote by TaA(v) the element of A '"V, 
: r , " (v )  = :r",,,(,~) A T;' .... + ' (v )  A .-. A :r ;',~'' '(,~). 
Let W = ~7,(v). It is easy to see that 
J = {TA A (v)[  A is a partition of  length 
less than or equal to m and A~ < n - m} 
is a basis of A "W.  Some thinking allows us to conclude that 
%My A T (v )  A . . -A  T ' " - ' ( ,~) )  _c A '"W. 
Then, if for every k, we know the coordinate vector of 
U(T)~(v  A T(,~) A .-. A ~r,,, '( ,~)) 
on the basis .Y, we can decide on the linear independence of the vectors 
{u( : r )~(v  A : r (v )  A --. A T'" ' ( , , ) ) :  
k = 0,1 . . . . .  min{p -- 1, (d im(~. (v ) )  - re)m}).  
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The following theorem [4] provides this coordinate vector. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a vector space over ~: and let T ~ L(V, V ). 
Then 
k! 
D(T)k (v  A T (v )  A ... A Tm- l (v ) )  = • Fl,jh,jT~ (^v).,, 
A ~-N~k, m
The proof of this result is involved and uses the representation theory of 
the symmetric group. As we have referred before, this theorem allows us to 
conclude the linear independence of the vectors 
{D(T)k (v  A T (v )  A "" A rm- l (v ) ) :  
k = 0,1 . . . . .  min{p - 1, (dim(~'r(v)) -- m)m}}, 
and then the following theorem [4]: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a vector space over ~_p and v ~ V. If T is a 
linear operator on V, then 
dim ~D(T)(V A Z(v)  A-'- A Tm-l(v)) 
> min{p, (d im(~r(v ) )  -m)m + 1}. 
The remaining argument to get the announced result follows the tech- 
nique used to recover the Cauchy-Davenport theorem. In fact, using Theo- 
rem 2.2 we get [4]: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T be a linear operator on V. Then 
deg( PotT)  >_ min{p, (deg(PT) - m)m + l}. 
Using now the referred relations between the spectrum of T and D(T) 
and the fact that if T is diagonal then D(T) is also diagonal, we finally get the 
announced result [4]. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a finite subset ~if 72p and m a positive integer. 
1"hen 
Iset of the sums of the m-subsets of AI >_ rain{ p, m(Iel - m) + 1}. 
4. EST IMATING THE DEGREE OF L INEAR DEPENDENCE 
Let S = {x 1 . . . . .  x,,} be a set of m vectors in a vector space over C and 
/x = (/Xl . . . . .  /xt) be a partition of m. We say that S is I~-independent if 
there are linearly independent subsets of S, C 1, C 2 . . . . .  Ct, pairwise disjoint, 
satisfying 
(i) Ic, I = /x , ,  i = 1 . . . . .  t; 
(ii) U t= lC  ' = S. 
An m × m mat~x A, over C, is said to be /x-nonsingular if the set of the 
rows of A is /x-independent. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let /X = (2, 1, 1) and 
A = 
1 0 1 -1  
0 1 2 2 
1 1 3 1 
1 -1  -1  -3  
The matrix A is /x-nonsingular. Take C~ to be the set of the first two rows of 
A, C 2 the set whose only element is the third row, and C 3 the set whose only 
element is the fourth row. 
The concepts of /x-independence and /x-nonsingularity are extensions of 
the classical notions of independence and nonsingularity. To see this take 
/x = (m). Then S is /x-independent if it is linearly independent and A is 
/x-nonsingular if it is nonsingular. By the above remark one can expect that 
there exist analogues for the following results: 
A is nonsingular if and only if rank(A)  = m; 
A is nonsingular if and only if det (A)  # 0. 
Generalizing Rank 
Let k be a positive integer and S a set of vectors of V. We say that S is 
k-independent if S is union of k linearly independent sets of V. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 
S = {(1, 1 ,0) , (0 ,  1 ,1 ) , (2 ,2 ,0 ) , (0 ,3 ,3 ) , (3 ,3 ,0 )}  
= {(1 ,1 ,0 ) , (0 ,1 ,1 )}  U {(2 ,2 ,0 ) , (0 ,3 ,3 )}  U {(3,3,0)}.  
S is 3-independent but not 2-independent in C 3. 
Denote by &(S)  the maximum cardinality of a k-independent set con- 
tained in S. For k = 1, we can easily see that Pl(S) is the dimension of the 
linear closure of S. We make the convention P0 = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let S be the subset of C 3 
S = {(1, 1 ,0) , (0 ,  1, 1 ) , (2 ,2 ,0 ) , (0 ,3 ,3 ) , (3 ,3 ,0 )} .  
The maximum size of a 2-independent set contained in S is 4. In fact 
{(1, 1,0), (0, 1, 1), (2, 2,0),  (0,3,3)} 
= {(1 ,1 ,0 ) , (0 ,1 ,1 )}  t3 { (2 ,2 ,0 ) , (0 ,3 ,3 )} ,  
is a 2-independent set contained in S and it is not difficult to see that there 
are no 2-independent sets with cardinality greater than 4 contained in S. 
Then p2(S) = 4. One result related with this notion is the following theorem 
[21: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a subset of  m nonzero vectors of  V. Then 
p(s )  = - p0(s ) ,  p2(s )  - a (s )  . . . . .  Pro(S) -- P ,n - I (S ) )  
is a partition of  m. 
We previously referred to this partition as the rank partition of  S. I f  
instead of S being a set of vectors S is a family of vectors imilar notions and 
theorems could be stated. Then if S is the family of the rows of a matrix A 
we denote it by p(A). We are able to state now the generalization of the 
statement 
A is nonsingular ** rank(A) = m. 
THEOREM 4.5 [2]. Let A be an m × m matrix with nonzero rows. The 
matrix A is tx-nonsingular i f and only i f  
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Generalizing the Determinant 
The determinant of a square matrix A is the weighted sum of the 
elementary' products of A. The weight of an elementao, product is the signal 
of the corresponding permutation of S,,,. To generalize the determinant we 
are going to consider weighted sums of the elementao~ products of A whose 
weights do not come from the sigmd map but from other maps from S,,, into 
C, the irreducible characters of subgroups of S,, (observe that the signal map 
is an irreducible character of S m called the alternating character and denoted 
by e). Then let f :  S,,, ~ C be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of 
S,,, and A = (aij) an m × m matrix over C. We define 
df( A) = E f(o~) fiai,,(i," 
cry-  ( ;  i = 1 
It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the 
irreducible characters of S,,, and the partitions of m [12]. Denote by f~ the 
partition associated to the irreducible character, f of S,,, (by this correspon- 
dence the partition of m associated to the signal function is 
m times 
The following theorem generalizes the statement 
A nonsingular ¢* det(A) 4: O. 
TItEOREM 4.6 [7]. Let A be m × m matrix over C. Let f be the 
irreducible character of S,,, associated with #'( f~ = Ix'). Then A is tx-nonsin- 
gular if and only if 
as( AA*) . o, 
where A* denotes the transconjugate of A. 
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then in this case f = e and df = det. Then the statement for the usual 
nonsingularity will be 
A is nonsingnlar if and only if act( AA* ) v~ 0, 
which is equivalent to the statement 
A nonsingular ** det(A) 4= 0. 
5. CONJECTURE "PERMANENT ON THE TOP" 
In 1918 Schur [19; 14] proved that if H is a positive semidefinite 
Hermitian m × m matrix 
df(H)  > f ( id )det (H) ,  (1) 
for every irreducible character, f of a subgroup G of Sm. This one, and other 
results showing a duality between the determinant and the permanent, leads 
to the following conjecture [11]: 
CONJECTURE 5.1 (Permanent on the Top). Let G be a subgroup of S .... 
f an irreducible character of G, and H a positive semidefinite Hermitian 
m × m matrix. Then 
f ( id)per(  H ) > df( H). (2) 
It was already stated that the partition associated to the alternating 
character of S m is (1, 1 . . . . .  1). On the other hand, the partition associated to 
the principal character of Sm, lSm (the weight map for permanent), is (m). 
For every irreducible character, f of Sin, we have 
(1, 1 . . . . .  1) = e~ ~f~ ~ 19 = (m).  
If we assume that the conjecture "permanent on the top" is true we can say 
that these inequalities "go together" with the inequalities (1) and (2). There- 
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fore it is reasonable to guess that if f and g are irreducible characters of S,, 
such that 
f~ ~g~,  
then, for every Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix, H, 
1 1 
f ( id )  dy( H) > g(id----~dg( H). 
This guess is showed to be false. The following example contradicts it [18]. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let H be the matrix 
H = 11 1°il 1 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 
Let f be the irreducible character of S 4 such that f~ = (3, 1) and g be the 
irreducible character such that g~ = (2, 2). It is easy to see that 
(1/f(id))df(n) = 4/3  and (1/g(id))dg(H) = 2. However, (3, 1) ~ (2, 2). 
The above-mentioned facts lead us to study the characterization of the 
following relations on the set of partitions of m: 
• We say that f~ -7 g~ if 
1 1 
f ( id )  dr(H) > g(id----~dg( H), 
for every positive semidefinite Hermitian m × m matrix H. 
• We say that f~ t> g~ if 
dg(H).  0 dS(H). 0 
for every positive semidefinite Hermitian m × m matrix H. 
Using Schur inequality (1) it can be seen easily that the relation ___ is 
finer than the relation t> , i.e., 
f~  __. g~ ~ f~ t> g~. 
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Next, we show that the relation t> is the "matrix presentation" of domina- 
tion. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let f and g be irreducible characters of S,,. Then 
f~ E> g~ if and only if f~ ~ g~. 
Proof. By definition, f~ t> g~ means that 
o .  d (AA*) ds(AA* ) . O, 
for every m × ra matrix A. But this is equivalent, by Theorems 1.1, 4.5, and 
4.6, to the implication 
p (a )  ~ g~ ~ p(A)  ~f~.  (4) 
The implication (4) is true if and only if g~ a fs~ and the theorem follows 
using Theorem 1.1. 
We can now state the _ is an order in the set of the partitions of m [18], 
as a corollary of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.4. The relation -1 is an order in the set of partitions of m. 
Proof. The only nonobvious property to prove is that (fs~ --- gs* and 
gs,~-fs,)  implies f~ =gs, .  But if f~gs~,  then f~>g~ and by the 
theorem f~ a gs,- Then if f~-7  g~ and g~ ___f~ we can conclude that 
f~ a g~ and g~ a f~. Therefore, since ~ is an order we conclude that 
f , .  = g~.  
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